At the middle school:
The teachers have devoted Wednesday’s
Bobcat Time during the first 8 weeks of school
to reviewing the 8 Keys of Excellence with
lessons from the program. From November
through the remainder of the year, the lessons
during Bobcat Time will be devoted to the
Quantum Self curriculum. This program will
review skills the students were introduced to
during their Super Camp experience last
spring. Five of the key skills that this program
will focus on are: evaluating and stepping out
of their comfort zones; maximizing your
personal power through taking responsibility;
learning communication tools to improve
relationships; exploring ways to experience life
beyond labels; and learning effective ways to
set and achieve goals. Additionally, teachers
utilize High Impact instructional strategies in
the classroom.
QL Education is part of Quantum Learning
Network which also produces SuperCamp, a
leading academic summer program that applies
the same brain-based methods taught in our QL
Education programs. Quantum Learning
Network is dedicated to
partnering with educators and parents to improve the present and
future lives of children.
All students grade 6-12 attended a
SuperCamp experience at the Community
Center last March.
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INTEGRITY – Match behavior with values
Demonstrate your positive personal values in
all you do and say. Be sincere and real.

Upton Schools

FAILURE LEADS TO SUCCESS – Learn
from mistakes
View failures as feedback that provides you
with the information you need to learn, grow,
and succeed.
SPEAK WITH GOOD PURPOSE – Speak
honestly and kindly
Think before you speak. Make sure your
Intention is positive and your words are
sincere.
THIS IS IT! – Make the most of every
moment
Focus your attention on the present moment.
Keep a positive attitude.
COMMITMENT – Make your dreams
happen
Take positive action. Follow your vision
without wavering.

Quantum Learning in
Weston #7

Quantum Learning Education
provides high-quality learning
experiences that empower
teachers, inspire leaders, and
motivate students.

OWNERSHIP – Take responsibility for
actions
Be responsible for your thoughts, feelings,
words, and actions. “Own” the choices you
make and the results that follow.
FLEXIBILITY – Be willing to do things
differently
Recognize what’s not working and be willing
to change what you’re doing to achieve your
goal.
BALANCE – Live your best life
Be mindful of self and others while focusing
on what’s meaningful and important in your
life. Inner happiness and fulfillment come
when your mind, body, and emotions are
nurtured by the choices you make.
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Quantum Learning in Upton Schools
Quantum Learning Education is a
comprehensive model that builds
character and promotes college- and
career- readiness skills in students. We
are a team of educators who are
passionate about students’ achievement
in school and their success in life.
Quantum Learning’s research-based
system for educational transformation
…










creates and sustains dynamic
leadership at the administrative,
teacher and student levels,
develops district-wide school
cultures where all persons practice a
common language of excellence,
stimulates enthusiasm, engagement
and personal responsibility for
learning,
instills a positive attitude toward
citizenship and personal standards,
and
accelerates high levels of individual
scholarship and team achievement
that the entire community celebrates
and enjoys.

In brief, Quantum Learning enhances …





teachers’ gifts to inspire,
administrators’ ability to lead,
students’ desire to learn, and
parents’ confidence in how to guide
their children for school success.

At the Elementary:
K-2 is working on helping the kids understand above the line, on the line, and below
the line behavior. They are trying to show
the students how to live above the line and
stay there. They incorporate quantum
learning into their everyday activities
including songs,
praise, lessons
on each key, and
brain breaks.
Grades 3-5
incorporate
quantum learning into their everyday
activities. They open with songs, transition
with brain breaks, and praise with celebrations.
As a school we use quantum learning as a
common language to carry over from
the classroom to the playground to out of
school activities. The students understand
what is being asked of them by any of the
teachers in the school.

At the High School:
The 8 Keys are posted in every
room to keep the concepts fresh
and applicable. All the teachers
are discussing one of the 8 Keys
each month and adding it to their
content and expectations for
students.
Mrs. Finn
says “I start
each class
with music
and dance/
stretching/activating both sides of
the brain with movement. When
I test students I am usually
playing low baroque music in the
background. In my lessons I use
callbacks and praise to keep
students attentive and to validate
their efforts. There are QL
posters throughout the room
along with the 8 Keys. I
incorporate the 8 Keys into the
content and the daily routine.”

All teacher and paraswere trained in
QL!

